VOCABULARY WORDS FOR CHAPTER 26

-promulgated - put into action
-coalition - temporary alliance of groups for joint action
-Archibald MacLeish - poet
-precipice - brink; edge
-currency stabilization - limiting the ups and downs of the value of money
-protectionist - for government restrictions on the sale of foreign companies’ goods
-connivance - knowledge of and consent to wrongdoing
-dissent - disagreeing with an opinion or group
-demagogic - making use of popular prejudices and false claims and promises to gain power
-harangues - bombastic, ranting speeches
-appeasement - buying off an aggressor by giving them some of what they want
-militarists - people favoring military ideals and preparedness
-allegedly - supposedly
-embattled - characterized by conflict or controversy
-corps - a group of people having a common activity
-goose-stepping - marching with straight legs and stiff knees
-posturing - assuming an artificial or pretended attitude
-accommodation - adapting oneself to something
-terse - including no unnecessary words
-puppet regime - government under control of the leaders of another nation
-unabated - at full strength or force
-exhorted - urged strongly
-cadre - central group of trained personnel
-latent - capable of appearing though not presently active
-savored - enjoyed
-pulverized - reduced to very small pieces
-girded - prepared oneself for action
-redress - remedy
-the Fuhrer - Adolph Hitler
-allay - calm
-commandeer - compel to perform military service; take forcible possession of
-capitulated - stopped resisting; surrendered
-subterfuge - deception to hide or evade
-unprecedented - totally new
-draft - nominating a candidate for political office without that person's consent
-magnate - person of power and influence in a particular field
-GOP - Republican Party (“Grand Old Party”) 
-formidable contender - strong competitor
-adoitly - with skill
-bolstered - strengthened
-averting - avoiding; turning something away
-retorted - answered sharply
-rescind - take back; repeal
-materiel - equipment and supplies
-convoys - escorting for protection
-imminent - ready to take place; threatening
-belligerency - state of being involved in a war
-bellicosity - tendency to start fights or wars
-clamorous - noisy
-virulently - strongly and maliciously
-embargo - legal prohibition of trade